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1. What is pandas? What are its features? 

2. What do you mean by Data structure? 

3. Who is author of Pandas? 

4. What are two basic Data structure? Write difference between them. 

5. What are different ways of creating a series? 

6. What will be output of given code after execution? 

import pandas as jai 

wish=”Good Morning” 

s3=jai.Series(wish, index=[“ritika”, “bhavna”, “jai”, ”jayara”]) 

print(s3) 

7. What will be output of given code after execution? 

import pandas as jai 

s4=jai.Series([“I”, “am”, “Jai”]) 

print(s4) 

8. Write a python code to create a series object using a dictionary that stores the name of the player as a key and 

number of medals won by him as a value. 

9. Write a program to create a series object using an ndarray that has 10 elements in the range 34 to 58. 

10. A series object Jayara consists of around 3000 rows of data. Write a python code to print the following details: 

a) first 150 rows of data  b) Last 5 rows of data 

11. Perform the vector operation on a given Series  

a) obj + 2 

b) obj – 5 

c) obj > 50 

12. Consider  the two given series 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a) S8 + s5 

b) s5 – S8 

c) S8 % s5 

13. What will be the output of the following code? 

import pandas as pd 

import numpy as np 

data=np.array([“a1”, “b1”, ”c1”, “d1”, “e1”, “f1”, “g1”, “h1”]) 

s13= pd.Series(data) 

print(“I.  ”) 

print(s13[ : 5]) 

print(“II.  ”) 

print(s13[-4 : ]) 

14. Write output of given code 

data=np.array([“a1”, “b1”, ”c1”, “d1”, “e1”, “f1”, “g1”, “h1”]) 

s=pd.Series(data, index=[1001, 1002, 1003, 1004, 1005, 1006, 1007, 1008]) 

print(s[[1002,1005,1007]]) 

15. Write a python code to create a Temperature Series using dictionary which contains day name and maximum 

temperature of the day. 
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